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Comply with IDMP Requirements Timely and Efficiently
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Quick Facts
Summary
According to European regulations on the Identification of
Medicinal Products (IDMP), marketing authorization holders
must submit a specific set of data of medicinal products to
authorities. The SAP® Product Data Submission Management
for Life Sciences application helps your company fulfill these
requirements while reducing cost of compliance and improving operational excellence through high data quality, visibility,
and consistency.
Objectives
•• Fulfill upcoming IDMP regulations efficiently
•• Strengthen relationships with authorities through maximized credibility
•• Mitigate risk of delays due to questions or noncompliance
•• Establish a long-term, flexible strategy while the regulatory
framework evolves

Solution
•• Collection, consolidation, and organization of submissionrelevant data for IDMP and for similar standards from
many sources
•• Ability to secure high data quality
•• Accelerated creation of required reports
•• Simplified submissions to authorities in the right formats
Expected Benefits
•• Reduced compliance costs
•• Improved R&D productivity as a result of high transparency
on product-related data
•• High data quality through automated checks and alerts
Learn more
Contact your SAP representative, or visit us online at
www.sap.com/life-sciences.
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http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/index.epx#trademark for additional trademark information and
notices. Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its distributors contain proprietary software components of
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National product speciﬁcations may vary.
These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for informational purposes only, without representation or
warranty of any kind, and SAP SE or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials.
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